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Abstract

The use of parametric models may not be appropriate in the analysis of longitudinal data.
We proposed alternative methods based on penalized splines nonparametric smoothing
techniques. We describe the proposed methodology and illustrate its use in the analysis of a
real data set, the cattle data, making spacial emphasis on the limitations the proposed models
have, as well as on their modelling flexibility.
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1. Introduction
The usual complexity real data feature nowadays results in the fact that the use of complete
parametric models may not be appropriate and, thus, authors have presented alternative
nonparametric modelling proposals such as penalized splines (P-Splines) (Eilers and Marx, 1996),
that have recently been shown to be popular modelling approaches (Ruppert et al., 2003, Durbán
et al., 2004). This methodology proposes the development of statistical inferential procedures
for which no hypothesis about the specific functional form modelling the relation between the
response variable and the independent variables is not required.

We concentrate on the analysis of longitudinal data, a very common type of data used among
researchers in the area, which results from measuring one or more response variables, together
with some subject-specific or experimental unit-specific variables, along time. This is one of the
reasons that motivates the use in practice of P-splines specified as mixed models in the context of
longitudinal data analysis, because they allow the inclusion of both fixed and random effects in
the proposed model, besides the model’s usual error terms (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000). Moreover,
given the existing correlation between measurements taken on the same individual or experimental
unit in longitudinal data, we include the possibility of having correlated data, as well as having
error variances that may be constant or not. That is, for example, if the model requires the
possibility of allowing for having different variances for the different levels a given grouping
variable may have.
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2. Proposed methodology
Our modelling proposal for the analysis of longitudinal data motivates the use of mixed models,
which will also include the possibility of having P-splines specified as mixed models in the last
three proposed alternative models in the next subsections,

2.1. Model with random intercepts

An initial modelling approach in a fixed model setting to try to explain the individual’s behavior
in this type of data is the use of fixed intercepts, one for each individual in the data set under study.
However, this model only includes a common slope. Moreover, it is also a model that is very
difficult to estimate and interpret, which makes it a not so efficient modelling proposal. Therefore,
we propose the use of a model that includes random intercepts, Ui’s, so that Ui ∼ N(0, σ2

U ),
with σ2

U > 0, for which only one parameter, representing the variance model component, should
be estimated (i.e., σ2

U ), whereas, for the fixed intercepts model, too many parameters should be
estimated. In addition, this modelling proposal allows for testing, by using the restricted maximum
likelihood method (REML), if the included population randomness is statistically significant or not
(i.e., if σ2

U = 0 or σ2
U > 0). In this way, this model assumes that all population members have a

linear and equal growth rate and that, in addition, the variability among individuals is modelled
with the sole inclusion of the random effect Ui, so that individual curves only differ from each
other in their intercepts.

2.2. Mixed additive model

As we have described in the previous sections, we propose the use of nonparametric regression
methods, so that a specific and maybe not appropriate parametric model is not assumed and,
in some way, the funcional form of the nonparametric function f(·) will be given by the “data
behavior” or will be indirectly specified as a result from a “data driven method.” In this way,
f(·) is a non-specified “smooth” function that requires to be estimated from the N pairs of data
(Xij , yij), with an estimation method given by the P-splines methodology, with the linear P-spline
written as:

f(Xij) =
P∑

p=1

up(Xij − ωp)+, (1)

where up ∼ N(0, σ2
u), with σ2

u > 0. Therefore, in order to estimate the nonparametric function
f(·) we need to estimate the variance component parameter σ2

u. Moreover, we can also test for the
need to include the nonparametric smoothing function f(·) in the model (i.e., σ2

u > 0). The basis
for the trimmed function that incorporates the estimation penalty term is given by (Xij − ωp)+,
where x+ = x for positive x, and zero, otherwise, and the ωp’s are the different knots for the
function being considered in the penalty term. In our case, in order to be able to determine the
number of knots to be used, we follow the proposal in Ruppert (2002), where:

number of knots (P)= max (5, min [40, unique values of x / 40]) (2)

Thus, in this model we also assume that all population members have equal growth rate, and that
they differ from each other in their intercepts. However, this model includes the possibility that
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population members do not have to necessarily feature a linear growth rate and, in addition, its
linearity or not would depend on the function f(·), to be estimated by P-Splines.

2.3. Model with individual linear differences

The previous model may still have unnecessarily simplified the way relation between variables is
modelled because it assumed that all individuals curves are parallel, with the same functional form
and, in addition, not allowing for the possibility of modelling the different individual curves in an
appropriate way. This is the reason why we propose the model with individual linear differences,
so that they can also be given by the slope, thus allowing for individual curves to be different.
In this model, instead of using the random intercepts Ui’s, we propose to use the functional form
ai1 + ai2Xij , where (ai1, ai2)′ ∼ N(0,Σ). By using ai1, we allow for different individuals’
random intercepts, whereas by using ai2Xij , we allow for different individuals’ random slopes.
Moreover, Σ is the variance-covariance matrix for the random intercepts and slopes, ai1’s and
ai2’s.

Therefore, we consider the existing possibility of modelling individuals’ heterogeneity not
only with respect to their starting measurement (i.e., intercept), but also along time, because we
are now assuming that population members do not have a similar or linear growth rate, allowing
for different functional forms that may be different for the different individuals.

2.4. Model with specific individual curves

The previous model included the nonparametric smoothing function f(·) (mixed additive model
and model with individual linear differences); that is, a global function that did not depend on
individual characteristics. However, there are more flexible modelling proposals that allow for
the possibility that the specific individual differences are also a nonparametric function, gi(·),
with both a linear and a nonlinear component (Ruppert et al., 2003), where both components are
assumed to be random. That is,

gi(Xij) = ai1 + ai2Xij +
P∑

p=1

vp(Xij − ωp)+, (3)

where (ai1, ai2)′ ∼ N(0,Σ), and vp ∼ N(0, σ2
v), with σ2

v > 0.

As in previous models, we can also test for the statistical significance of the individual
nonparametric function gi(·) (i.e., σ2

v > 0). However and given that we use trimmed linear basis
for the specific individual curves and that the number of measurements per individual may be
small, we will use a smaller number of knots for the basis used for each individual as compared to
the number of knots used with the function f(·) included in the two previous models.

3. Analysis of the cattle data

To illustrate the usefulness of the penalized splines as mixed models modelling approach proposed
in the previous sections, we analyze the cattle data, which corresponds to an experiment described
by Kenward (1987), in which cattle receiving two treatments for intestinal parasites were weighed
11 times over a 133-day period. For all of the aforementioned models and for modelling the
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correlation between observations on the same subject, we use an autoregressive structure of
order two, and we have also considered different variances for the different treatments. General
conclusions from the analysis are as follows:

• We were not able to fit the model with different specific curves for each individual because
the algorithm did not converge. We concluded that this is due to the fact that the number
of individuals, the number of measurements per individual and the observations in the data
set under study are relevant factors to be able to estimate such a complex model. Therefore,
we have only considered and fitted the model with random intercepts, the mixed additive
model and the model with individual linear differences. Model selection was based on
three criteria: AIC (Akaike’s Information Criterion), BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion),
and logLik (logarithm of the restricted likelihood ratio method-REML). The best fitting and
selected model was the model with individual linear differences.

• If we compare the results obtained to those from previous analyses of this data set
(Zimmerman and Núñez-Antón, 2001), we conclude that the model specification is not
able to model changing means and that, in addition, the methodology used is not able to
discriminate between the two different treatment groups because of the lack of flexibility the
proposed models’ specification has.
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